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Mining pressure behavior in the process of longwall panel face passing through the parallel abandoned roadways (PARs) is
different from the ordinary longwall panel face. It is easy to induce the accident of roof falling, coal wall spalling, and crush
accident of shield. In order to reduce the occurrence of mine pressure accidents and ensure safe mining, a new mining method
named “swing-inclined” mining method was proposed and was employed in the E13103 of Cuijiazhai coal mine. Based on the
process of the longwall panel face passing through the PARs, a long-span and multisupport mass-structure model of the roof was
established. *e maximum support capacity of shield was calculated combined with stability relation between “roof-shield-PAR-
‘similar pillar (SP)’-coal wall.” It provided the basis for determining the reasonable support capacity of shield. Moreover, the
sensitivity analysis of influenced factors to the maximum support capacity of shield was carried out by using Matlab software. *e
sensitivity analysis results indicated that different factors had a different effect on the support capacity of shield. And, the process
of passing through the PARs can be divided into 3 stages, depending on the relation between support capacity of shield and width
of SP. In different stages, the change degree of support capacity of shield was different. *e support capacity of shield is mainly
influenced by the hanging distance of the main roof and the horizontal distance between the support point of the coal wall and the
breaking position of the main roof. By on-site measurement, the sensitivity analysis results were verified.

1. Introduction

In China, due to the disorder and over boundary mining of
small coal mines, many anfractuous abandoned roadways
(ARs) were left in coal seams [1–5]. A large danger of safety
and efficiency would happen when the longwall mining
panel face passes through the ARs. *erefore, the roof strata
control is a key problem for longwall mining panel face to
pass through the ARs due to the existence of ARs [6–10].
However, the roof strata control is related to the relation
between the shield and roof in the panel face. At the same
time, the roof strata control in the panel face plays an
important role in safe mining. *e roof strata control is
related to the width of the ARs, the caving space of the ARs,
and the angle between the ARs and the panel face. When the
angle between the abandoned roadway and the panel face is
0°, the abandoned roadway (AR) is named parallel aban-
doned roadway (PAR). *e roof is easy to cut off in front of

the shield in the panel face when the AR is parallel to the
panel face because the span of the roof is too large. And, the
crushing accident of the shield in panel face happens more
easily.

In recent years, many scholars had established the
breaking model of the roof strata in the longwall mining
panel face and studied the relation between the shield and
roof strata in the longwall mining panel face [11–15].
Zhang et al. studied the fracture behaviors of the roof strata
due to the existence of ARs and examined the roof failure
characteristics, forces acting on shields, and action char-
acteristics of abutment stress when the panel face passed
through the ARs [16]. Liu et al. established a mechanical
breaking model of the main roof in the mining process of
passing the ARs. *ree factors were put forward which
influenced the breaking position of the main roof [17]. Liu
et al. studied the mechanism of the advanced presplit of the
main roof using physical simulation, which was useful to
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prevent the occurrence of advanced fracture in the panel
face [18]. Du proposed a new technology named “waiting
pressure and stop-mining” before the panel face passed
through the AR and determined the key relevant param-
eters of the technology in the Halagou coal mine [19]. Xie
et al. analyzed technical difficulties of “shield and sur-
rounding rock” control when passing through the AR in a
fully mechanized panel face and proposed a new integrated
control technique. Meanwhile, a structure model of the
main roof during passing through the AR was established
and critical resistance of shield under long key block was
obtained [20]. Xu et al. revealed the stability mechanism of
the main roof of AR by establishing a mechanical model
and analyzed the major reasons for the crushing accident of
shield [21].

In summary, most studies on the passing through the
ARs of longwall mining panel face only focus more on
increasing the support capacity of shield to ensure safe
mining rather than considering the shield-roof relation
between the shield and the roof [22, 23], which also means
the shield-roof relation is ignored. *erefore, how to in-
crease the support capacity of shield reasonable is worth
studying to ensure the longwall panel face passes through
PARs safely [24].

In this paper, a new mining method named the “swing-
inclined” mining method to pass through the PARs was
proposed to ensure safe mining. At the same time, the shield-
roof relation was studied under the condition of employing
the new mining method to pass through the PARs. *e
reasonable support capacity of shield was calculated by
establishing a long-span and multisupport mass-structure-
model of the roof when the panel face passed through the
PARs. Moreover, Matlab software was used to carry out the
sensitivity analysis of influence factors to the support ca-
pacity of shield when the longwall panel face passed through
the PARs. Besides, some feasible method was introduced to
reduce and determine the support capacity of shield. Finally,
the conclusion of the sensitivity analysis was verified by on-
site measurement.

2. Case Study

*e average buried depth of the coal seam of the E13103
panel in the Cuijiazhai coal mine is about 337m. And, the
average thickness and the average dip angle are 4.24m and
7°, respectively. *e roof and the floor of the E13103 panel
include siltstone, claystone, and limestone.

As shown in Figure 1, there are many crisscross ARs in
the two adjacent panels. According to the angle between the
ARs and the panel face, the ARs are divided into 3 forms,
which are oblique ARs (OAR), vertical ARs (VAR), and
parallel ARs (PAR) [25–27]. When the panel face excavates
to the OARs and VARs, there is little influence on mining.
So, some special methods are taken to prevent roof falling
and coal wall spalling.

However, there are four PARs in the E13103 panel and
the E13105 panel with 2～ 4m width and 2～ 3m height.
And, the original width and height are 3.5m and 4m, re-
spectively, which means the four PARs are all excavated

along the roof of coal seam. Besides, all of the PARs are
supported by wood cribs, as shown in Figure 2(a). And, some
of the PARs are seriously deformed with the width and the
height less than 2m, even disappeared. When the panel face
passes through the PARs, there is much influence on mining
with the roof falling and the crushing accident of shield, as
shown in Figure 2(b). *e reason is that the contacting space
is large and even fully contacting in the whole mining
process [28]. *is causes the panel face to stagnate for nearly
20 days.

3. New Mining Method

When the panel face passes through the PARs, many
serious damaged forms occur because the damaged area is
large. At the same time, the damaged forms are difficult to
deal with. *e process of the panel face passing through
the PARs is equivalent to excavate the pillar between the
PARs and the panel face. According to [13], the pillar
between the PAR and the panel face is deemed as a
“similar pillar” (SP), which also means the process that the
panel face passes through the PARs is equivalent to the
process of recovering SP [29, 30]. When the panel face
passes through the PARs, the width of SP gradually re-
duces to 0m and the strength of SP also decreases. In other
words, when the load on the SP reaches the ultimate
strength, the SP becomes the yield pillar with the elastic
state to the plastic state. Because the exposed area of the
PAR is large, it is easy to cause the roof to fall in the panel
face. So, a new mining method named the “swing-in-
clined” is put forward. *e new mining method can re-
duce the exposed area and prevent the scraper conveyor
from jumping up and down under the condition that the
altitude of the headgate is much higher than the tailgate.
*e “swing-inclined” mining method is a process of
swinging forward mining. First, the end of the shear is
ahead of the panel face before the panel face passes
through the PARs. *en, the head of the shear is ahead of
the panel face when the panel face passes through the
PARs.

*e “swing-inclined” mining method prevents the in-
stability of the scraper conveyor in the panel face. *e
procedure of the “swing-inclined” mining method is as
follows:

(1) *e end of the shear begins to incline at a distance of
30m from the PAR. *e head and the end of shears
and scrapers both keep advancing. At this time, the
end of the shear is 1～ 2 more cuts than the head, as
shown in Figure 3(a).

(2) When the end of the shear is 6m more advanced
than the head of the shear, the end of shears adds
scrapers to meet the length of the inclined panel face,
as the red scrapers shown in Figure 3(b). *en, they
both keep advancing.

(3) When the head of the shear is 9m more advanced
than the end of shear, the head of the shears adds
scrapers, as the pink scrapers shown in Figure 3(c).
And, at this time, the panel face passes through the
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Figure 1: Panel layout for ARs in E13103 and E13105.
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Figure 2: Situation of ARs on site. (a) Support form of AR. (b) Roof fall in the AR.
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Figure 3: Passing through the PAR. (a) Advancing of the head and the end of shears and scrapers. (b) Adding scrapers and shears in the end
of panel. (c) Adding scrapers and shears in the head of panel. (d) End of “swing-inclined” mining.
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PAR with an angle of 4～ 5° between the panel face
and the PAR.

(4) After passing through the PAR, the face begins to
correct like the initial state, as shown in Figure 3(d).

4. Calculation for Support Capacity of Shield

*e shield-roof relation is the foundation of ground control
in the stope and the basis to verify the effect of roof stability
and support design [31]. For the E13103 panel, the shield-
roof relation becomes more complicated due to the existence
of PARs. So, it is necessary to study the stable relation among
the “roof-shield-PAR-SP-coal wall” when the panel face
passes through the PARs.

According to the practical situation in the E13103 panel,
when the distance between the panel face and the PAR is
more than 13m, the SP is stable and has great supporting
capacity. However, when the width of the pillar decreases
with the advancement of the panel face, the SP changes from
an elastic state to a plastic state. *e SP is unstable and the
supporting capacity also decreases. At the same time, it is
necessary to take some effective measures to improve the
support capacity to roof. So, the critical width of the SP is
13m.When the distance between the panel face and the PAR
is less than 13m, the SP is in a plastic state and loses stability.
When the distance is 10m, the vertical stress is maximum on
the pillar. When the distance is less than 10m, the SP
gradually loses stability. *e pressure of the roof transfers to
the position between the coal wall and support. And, it is
necessary to do a good job to prevent the roof from falling
and coal wall spalling in the face.

From the above discussion, the critical width of the SP is
13m. And, when the distance between the panel face and the
PAR is more than 13m, the period weighting of the main
roof is not influenced by the existence of PAR.*erefore, the
process of passing through PAR with a distance of 13m
between the panel face and the PAR is defined.

From Figure 4, the cantilever length of the main roof
increases suddenly because the strength of the SP decreases
with losing stability. And, the abutment pressure in the coal
wall increases due to the existence of the PAR. *e broken
position of the main roof moves forward to the other side of
the PAR. So, the breaking of main roof forms is a long-span
and multisupport mass-structure-model, as shown in
Figure 4(a). It includes a long-span rock block B across the
SP and the PAR. which is supported by the coal wall, the
shield in the panel face, the residual strength of coal, and the

articulated rock block C. When the strength of the SP de-
creases to 0, the support load of shield is the maximum. *e
force analysis of the breaking structure of the main roof is
shown in Figure 4(b). If the deflection of the rock block is not
considered, the breaking structure of the main roof is shown
in Figure 4(c).

Block B is cracked at point D under the function of the
structural force in the period weighting. *e sum of the
moment around point D is 0 for block B, as shown in
Figure 4(c):

 MD � 0, (1)

MD � P LB − LBsinα(  + FTL1 + FNL2 + FML3

−
1
2

GB + QB( LBcosα � 0,
(2)

LB � L2 + Le + Lm + Lx, (3)

FM � PM − GM, (4)

L3 � L2 + Le +
Lm

2
, (5)

where FT is the support force of shield to block B, kN, LB is
the length of block B,m, L2is the horizontal distance between
the support point of the coal wall and the breaking position
of the main roof, m, Le is the width of PAR, m, Lm is the
width of SP, m, Lx is the hanging distance of the main roof,
m, L1 is the horizontal distance between the support point of
shield and the breaking position of themain roof,m, L3 is the
horizontal distance between the center support point of SP
and the breaking position of the main roof, m, FM is the
support force of the SP to block B, kN, PM is the residual load
of SP, kN, GM is the weight of the immediate roof, kN, FN is
the support force of the coal wall to block B, kN, GB is the
weight of block B, kN, andQB is the uniform load on block B,
kN.

In order to ensure the stability of block B, the premise is
that the sum of vertical shear is less than friction between the
adjacent blocks, that is,

Ptanφ≥ GB + QB(  − FT − FM − FN. (6)

*emaximum support capacity of shield (PT) is obtained
from formulas (2) and (6), and it is

PT � FT + GT �
GB + QB( [1 − sinαtanφ/2(1 − sinα)] − tanφ FNL2 + FML3( /LB(1 − sinα)

1 − tanφL1/LB(1 − sinα) 
+ cimhimLS, (7)

where GT is the gravity of the immediate roof, kN/m, LS is
the average overhang distance of immediate roof above the
shield, m, cim is the density of immediate roof, m, him is the
thickness of immediate roof, m, tanφ is the friction coeffi-
cient, also named f, and α is the rotation angle of block C, °.

According to the investigation of the field engineering,
GB � 34.5 kPa,QB � 34.5 kPa, α� 5°, and φ� 30°. Based on the
quantitative relationship among the different lengths with
characteristics of dynamic change, some main length are
determined in every sensitivity analysis of each relationship.
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5. Sensitivity Analysis and Discussion

5.1. Hanging Distance of Main Roof (LX). Figure 5 shows the
relation between the support capacity of shield (PT) and the
hanging distance of the main roof (LX) when L2 � 3m,
Lm � 5m, and Le � 3m. As shown in Figure 5, the support
capacity of shield decreases first and then increases with the
LX increasing.When the hanging distance of the main roof is
0m, that is, the breaking position is at the top of the shield,
the value of support capacity of shield is maximum. *e
reason is that the breaking compression impact of block B
and the gravity of block C are superposition at this position.
When the hanging distance of the main roof is 4～ 5m, the
value of support capacity of shield is minimum. Because the
length and weight of block C on the shield decreases with the
hanging of the main roof increases. At the same, there is a
horizontal extrusion pressure between block C and block B,
which causes the load of block C to support capacity of shield
to decrease. So, the support capacity of shield rapidly

decreases. After that, the support capacity of shield increases
because block B is getting into a long-span beam with in-
crease of the hanging distance of the main roof and the
weight of block B applied on the shield.

5.2. Width of SP (Lm). Figure 6 shows the relation between
the support capacity of shield (PT) and the width of the SP
(Lm) when L2 � 3m, LX � 15m, and Le � 3m.When the width
of the SP is more than 13m, that is, the distance between the
panel face and the PAR is more than 13m, the breaking
position of themain roof is not influenced by the existence of
the PAR. So, it is defined as the process of passing through
PAR within 13m.

As Figure 6 shown, the process of passing through the
PAR can be divided into 3 stages:

(1) Stage I (Lm � 13～ 10m): in this stage, the support
capacity of shield decreases with the width of SP
decreasing. *e SP gets into a plastic state and
gradually yields.With the width of SP decreasing, the
support capacity of shield also decreases, but the
vertical stress of the SP increases. When the width of
the SP is 10m, the breaking length of the main roof is
30m. *e shield is in the stress-relaxation area and
the SP is in the stress-concentration area under the
main roof. So, the vertical stress of SP reaches the
maximum value. At the seam time, the load of the SP
is maximum and the support capacity of shield is
minimum.

(2) Stage II (Lm � 10～ 6m: in this stage, the support
capacity of shield increases with the width of SP
decreasing. *e bearing capacity of the SP decreases
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and the SP tends to residual strength. When the
width of the SP is 6m, the SP gets limited residual
strength and even loses the support capacity. *e
support capacity of shield also gets the peak value.
And, the shield is far away from pointD (as shown in
Figure 4(c)), and the SP is completely plastic without
residual stress.

(3) Stage III (Lm � 6～ 0m): in this stage, more and
more gangues are accumulated in goaf. So, the
support of the gangues to the main roof increases.
And, the support capacity of shield decreases with
the decrease in width of SP.

5.3. Width of PAR (Le). Figure 7 shows the relation between
the support capacity of shield (PT) and the width of PAR (Le)
with different widths of SP (Lm) in different stages when
L2 � 3m and LX � 15m.

From Figure 7, the support capacity of shield increases
linearly with the width of PAR increasing in different stages.
However, the increasing rates are different in different
stages. In Stages I and III of passing through the PAR, the
width of PAR has a large influence on the support capacity of
shield. However, the width of PAR has less influence on the
support capacity of shield in stage II. So, the increasing rates
in stages I and III are large than those in stage II.

In Stage, I, the maximum support capacity of shield is
6500 kN when the width of SP (Lm) is 13m and the width of
PAR is 5m. However, combining with the engineering
practice with Lm � 13m and Le � 2m, the maximum support
capacity of shield is 6000 kN. Similarly, the maximum
support capacity of shield is 7000 kN and 7700 kN in Stage II
(Lm � 7m and Le � 5m) and Stage III (Lm � 6m and
Le � 5m), respectively. And, combining with the engineering
practice with Le � 2m, the maximum support capacity of
shield is 6100 kN and 6700 kN, respectively.

5.4. Horizontal Distance between the Support Point of the Coal
Wall and the Breaking Position of the Main Roof (L2).
Figure 8 shows the relation between the support capacity of
shield (PT) and the horizontal distance between the support
point of the coal wall and the breaking position of the main
roof (L2) when Lm � 5m, LX � 15m, and Le � 3m. *e
support capacity of shield increases with the horizontal
distance between the support point of the coal wall and the

breaking position of the main roof increasing. *e SP is
completely at a plastic state without supporting force, and
the coal wall is also at a plastic state. However, the support
capacity of shield is larger because the moment of the coal
wall at point D (as shown in Figure 4(c)) is small and the
moment of shield at point D (as shown in Figure 4(c)) is
large.

6. Discussion

According to the sensitivity analysis results, the hanging
distance of the main roof should be 5m in order to let the
support capacity of shield be as small as possible. By con-
trolling the hanging distance of the main roof, the accidents
of the longwall panel face passing through the PARs reduce,
which ensures normal, safe, and efficient mining. Besides,
the process of the longwall mining passing through the PARs
can be divided into 3 stages with the width of the SP, so the
maximum support capacity of shield should be less than
7000 kN. At the same time, the horizontal distance between
the support point of the coal wall and the breaking position
of the main roof (L2) also affects the support capacity of
shield. It is better to reduce L2. *erefore, the key to choose
reasonable support capacity of shield is to control the
breaking length of the main roof. At present, the effective
control method of the breaking length of the main roof
includes the relief pressure by predrilling, hydraulic pre-
fracturing, and deep preblasting [32–34]. By using the above
control method, the mining pressure behavior will also be
effectively controlled, which also means that the crushing
accident of shield will be reduced and the support capacity of
shield does not need to be increased without basis.

7. On-Site Measurement

In order to investigate the research results of sensitivity
analysis, the support capacity of shield was statistically
analyzed when the panel face passed through the first three
PARs at the E13103 panel in the Cuijiazhai coal mine. *e
support capacity of No. 15 shield is shown in Table 1 and
Figure 9. As shown in Table 1, the support capacity of No. 15
shield first decreases, then increases, and then decreases with
the width of SP decreasing. From that, the results of field
monitoring are similar to the part of 5.2, and the process of
passing through the PARs can be divided into 3 stages. And,
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Figure 6: Variation of PT passing through PAR.
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the changing trend is also similar to the numerical, as shown
in Figure 6.

As shown in Table 1, when the distance of the PARs and
the face is 8m～ 11m, the value of support capacity of shield

is at a lower level, which means the panel face is in Stage I of
the process of passing through the PARs. When the distance
of the PARs and the face is 3m～ 6m, the support capacity
of shield is at a peak value, which means the panel face is in
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Figure 8: Relation between PT and Le with different L2.
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Table 1: Support capacity of No.15 shields changes.

Serial number of PAR 1 2 3
Width of SP (Lm, distance of the PAR and the face) (m) 15 11 5 0 15 10 6 0 16 8 3 0
Support capacity of shield (PT) (kN) 5728 3853 5220 2702 5798 4935 6332 3354 5696 3876 5479 2941
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Figure 9: Support capacity of No. 15 shield changes during passing the PARs. (a) Passing the first PAR. (b) Passing the second PAR. (c)
Passing the third PAR.
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Stage II of the process of passing through the PARs. When
the distance of the PARs and the face is less than 3m, the
value of the support capacity of shield decreases until the
PARs exposes, which means the face is in Stage III of the
process of passing through the PARs.

Besides, the support capacity of shield is at a low level
when the “swing-inclined”miningmethod is adopted for the
longwall panel face passing through the PARs. It is con-
ducive to reduce the accident of roof falling, coal wall
spalling, and crush accident of the shield. It is helpful for the
longwall panel face to pass the PARs.

8. Conclusions

Based on the process of passing through the PARs of the
E13103 panel in the Cuijiazhai coal mine, a new method
named the “swing-inclined” mining method was proposed.
*e procedure of the “swing-inclined” mining method was
described. A theoretical analysis was performed to study the
relation of shield-roof, and the sensitivity analysis of the
influence factors of support capacity of shield was also
studied. *e following conclusions can be drawn.

By establishing a long-span and multisupport mass-
structure-model of the roof when the panel face passes
through the PARs, the calculation formula of the support
capacity of shield is obtained, according to the stability
relation between the “roof-support-PAR-SP-coal wall.” And,
the influence factors of support capacity of shield about
distance are also obtained, including the hanging distance of
the main roof (LX), the width of PAR (Le), the width of SP
(Lm), and the horizontal distance between the support point
of coal wall and the breaking position of the main roof (L2).

*e sensitivity analysis of the influence factors of support
capacity of shield is performed by the Matlab software. *e
support capacity of shield decreases first and then increases
with the hanging distance of the main roof (LX) increasing.
According to the relation between the support capacity of
shield (PT) and width of SP (Lm), the process of passing
through the PARs can be divided into 3 stages. And, in
different stages, the changes in support capacity of shields
are different. In Stage I and Stage III, the support capacity of
shield (PT) decreases with the width of SP (Lm) decreasing.
However, in Stage II, the support capacity of shield (PT)
increases with the width of SP (Lm) decreasing. *e support
capacity of shield (PT) all increases linearly with the width of
PAR (Le) increasing. However, the increasing rates of
support capacity of shield are different in different stages.
*e support capacity of shield (PT) increases with the
horizontal distance between the support point of the coal
wall and the breaking position of the main roof (L2) in-
creasing. *erefore, it is necessary to employ some effective
methods to control the mining pressure behavior. *us, the
support capacity of shield can be reasonably determined
when the longwall panel face passes through PARs.

By on-site measurement, the changes in the support
capacity of shield in the process of passing through the PARs
are obtained. According to the observed data, it is verified that
there are 3 stages in the process of passing through the PARs.
And, the sensitivity analysis is verified by field measurement.
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